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Is this answer helpful?

Apple iPhone 4 smartphone was launched in June 2010. The
phone comes with a 3.50-inch touchscreen display with a
resolution of 640 pixels by 960 pixels at a PPI of 326 pixels per
inch.

gadgets.ndtv.com/apple-iphone-4-765
Apple iPhone 4 price, specifications, features, comparison

The Ultimate Guide To iPhone Resolutions - PaintCode
https://www.paintcodeapp.com/news/ultimate-guide-to-iphone-resolutions
UPDATE: We have added the new iPhone X, iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus to the guide
below. To learn more about the unique screen of iPhone X, check out our new iPhone X
Screen Demystified article. The device screen may have lower pixel resolution than the
image rendered in previous step.

ios - What dpi resolution is used for an iPhone App ...
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1365112
I am working on a template for an iPhone App and was wondering what dpi resolution is
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I am working on a template for an iPhone App and was wondering what dpi resolution is
used for it ? 300 or 72 ? I am not sure and I hope â€¦

Code sample
iPhones
iPhone 1/3G/3GS 320 x 480 163 ppi
iPhone 4/4S 640 x 940 326 ppi
iPhone 5/5C/5S 640 x 1136 326 ppi
iPhone 6/6S 750 x 1334 326 ppi...

See more on stackoverflow

iPhone Screen Resolution for iPhone 4 is 960×640 â€¦
osxdaily.com/2009/09/26/iphone-screen-resolution-is-480-x-320-pixels
Sep 26, 2009 · Original iPhone, iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS PPI & screen resolution * iPhone
2G, 3G, and 3GS screen resolution is 480×320 pixels * The iPhone 2G, iPhone 3G, and
iPhone 3GS has a display of 163ppi (ppi is â€¦

Iphone 4 Dpi Resolution - ikmann.de
ikmann.de/iphone/4/iphone_4_dpi_resolution.pdf
Iphone 4 Dpi Resolution Iphone 4 Dpi Resolution - Title Ebooks : Iphone 4 Dpi
Resolution - Category : Kindle and eBooks PDF - Author : ~ unidentified

How to Change iPhone Camera Resolution Settings: â€¦
https://www.howtoisolve.com/how-to-change-iphone-camera-resolution
For increase resolution of iPhone Video Resolution Settings: [New] Detailed all of Change
iPhone Camera Resolution Pixels. Any iDevice model able to change camera resolution
from settings. iPhone 6S/ 6S Plus, iPhone 7/ 7 Plus, iPhone 8/ 8 Plus/ iPhone X camera
settings have options for record camera resolution for video only.

Changing the Megapixels on an iPhone | Chron.com
smallbusiness.chron.com/changing-megapixels-iphone-47183.html
4 [Pixelated Image] | Reduce a Pixelated Image on an iPhone The iPhone's built-in
camera always shoots in full resolution, causing internal memory to fill up quickly if â€¦

iOS Res - Official Site
iosres.com
Get resolution, icon size, ... iPhone 8 Plus iPhone X iPhone 4 iPhone iPad Mini ...
iPad 3, iPad 4, iPad Air, iPad Air 2, ...

How to change your iPhone video resolution settings ...
www.techradar.com › How To
If you're running any iOS since iOS 9 on anything from an iPhone 6 to the new iPhone 8
Plus, you have the ability to change what resolution the back camera records video at.

Iphone 4 Screen Resolution Dpi | Pdf Database
dostcan.net/read/doc/pdf/iphone-4-screen-resolution-dpi.pdf
Pdf Database Iphone 4 Screen Resolution Dpi Iphone 4 Screen Resolution Dpi - We
have 281 manuals and Ebooks just about Iphone 4 Screen Resolution

DPI - Official Site
dpi.lv
What does DPI/PPI mean? In the context of screens, DPI (Dots Per Inch) or PPI (Pixels
Per Inch) refer to the number of device pixels per inch, also called â€œpixel densityâ€�.
The higher the number, the smaller the size of the pixels, so graphics are perceived as
more crisp and less pixelated.

Send Photos in Full Resolution from Your iPhone
https://lifehacker.com/5323809/send-photos-in-full-resolution-from...
Even though your iPhone snaps pictures at pretty decent resolutions (2048x1536 from
the 3GS, 1600x1200 on previous iPhone versions), your device automatically resizes
photos to a measly 800x600 when you go to email them.
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